PIANO RECITAL

BY

BETTE FULCHER
STUDENT OF CARROLL MEYER

TUESDAY, MAY 19, 1959
8:15 P.M.

PROGRAM

PRELUDE AND FUGUE IN C SHARP MAJOR -- J. S. BACH
(Well Tempered Clavier)

SONATA IN C MINOR, Op. 111 -- L. VAN BEETHOVEN
Maestoso
Allegro con brio
Adagio

SONATINE -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- M. RAVEL

THE FOUNTAINS OF ACQUA PAOLA -- -- -- C. GRIFFES

BALLADE IN A FLAT MAJOR -- -- -- -- F. CHOPIN

CONCERT - WEDNESDAY, MAY 20, 1959
B.J.C. COMMUNITY SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
B.J.C. AUDITORIUM
THE BOISE JUNIOR COLLEGE
DEPARTMENT OF MUSIC

PRESENTS

ANNUAL EXHIBITION CONCERTS
BY STUDENTS OF THE MUSIC DEPARTMENT

MAY 19-23, 1959

BJC AUDITORIUM

Concert Events

MAY 19 - BETTE FULCHER, PIANIST

MAY 20 - BJC COMMUNITY ORCHESTRA
          JOHN BEST, CONDUCTOR

MAY 21 - LINDA COLE, PIANIST
          GRETCHEH HOFF, MEZZO-SOPRANO
          JERRY HALL, TENOR

MAY 22 - JAMES ANDERSON, ORGAN AND VOICE

MAY 23 - STUDENT COMPOSITIONS AND INSTRUMENTALISTS

PUBLIC INVITED